Children of Prep-C set up food stall in which school invited parents.
Parents were very enthusiastic and reached school before time.
One could easily see their excitement.
They were waiting outside the meeting hall.
The parents were made to sit in their designated place for the event. There
were 4 tables with the small chairs in the hall for children which had their
own names like Red Table, Yellow Table, Blue Table, Green Table.
Whatever the food stall needed was well kept on the tables.
There was also a board which clearly mentioned the details of the activity,
names of ingredients and their nutritional value, cooking process, etc.

Children entered the hall with their class teacher Mussarat Begum.
Light music was playing in the background and the children
were made to stand in front of the board.
Food stall started with an energizer song – “Let’s all play the kitchen band…."
Mussarat ma’am talked about the food stall and asked Sumera to speak about
golden rules of cooking, after her Avaneesh & Avyukt spoke about the food of
the day which was the, ‘Bread Canape’. Its cooking process was explained by
Paridhi.
Children sorted colour coded picture cards of the ingredients and matched it
with 5 components of ‘My plate’.
Children were asked various questions related to the food they were about to
prepare that day.
Theme talk ended with the song - Are you eating healthy food

Children washed their hands and were seated in their designated
place with the teacher on each table for the supervision. Children were
made to cut the cucumber in 4 parts.
All this was happening under the supervision of their teacher,
so that they don't hurt themselves. They mixed Cheese Spread, Paneer
and Mixed Herbs in it.
Bread was cut into 4 halves emphasizing the concept of fractions.
They were asked to spread butter on the slices and then assemble the
cucumber mixture on it.
They finished by placing a cherry tomato on each slice.
Bread slices were looking very delicious.
The serving was done on a ten frame mat integrating numeracy concept
like 5 and 5 makes 10, 10 and 10 makes 20.
Two children were made to sit at a coupon counter for distributing the
coupons to the parents. The Bread Canape was served to parents by the
children, everybody appreciated the effort of the children.
The leftover food was given to the animals. ‘Ladli the Goat’ and her kid
enjoyed it very much.

As a parent I appreciate this invitation of the teacher a lot.
We were very happy to see our kids doing something new. I am sure it
was very proud moment for every parent. I would also like to thank
the teachers for putting in efforts, and congratulate the whole staff
on the grand success of this food stall.

Warm Regards.
Sarabjit Kaur,
M/o Manraj Singh. Prep-C

